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Moderator Micheline Dionne: [Welcome to the … ] … CLIFR Updates session. Bienvenue à la session des rapports financiers. 
Nous allons avoir deux représentations principalement ce matin, par Byron Corner et Ty Faulds, tous deux sont membres de la 
Commission des rapports financiers. Alors, ils sont aussi responsables du groupe de travail qui vont présenter leur travail. Les 
deux groupes de travail qui vont vous donner vos rapports sont un sur les changements qui ont été adoptés pour le chapitre 
3855 de l’ICCA sur la comptabilisation et l’évaluation des instruments financiers, particulièrement ici des actifs, c’est celui là 
qu’on va mettre l’emphase. 

La portée de ce travail là n’est pas immédiate, ça va être pour une entrée en vigueur en octobre 2006, mais nous voulons faire 
état des travaux qui sont faits à venir jusqu’à date, et dans le fond l’état aussi de ce qui reste à faire. Pour ce qui est de la deux-
ième présentation, le thème c’est utilisation du jugement actuariel en fait surtout dans les environnements volatiles. Donc vous 
ferez cette présentation là. Avant de leur laisser la parole, je voudrais simplement faire une mise à jour générale des thèmes sur 
lesquels on travaille, vous rappeler ce qu’on a sorti comme publication depuis la dernière réunion de novembre, et un peu de 
promotion pour les autres sessions qui ont eu lieu ici à St-Jean qui traitent des sujets propres à la Commission et enfin comme 
vous mentionnez certains sujets, on commence déjà à parler de la note d’automne et puis comme ça, vous pourrez avoir une 
petite idée qui peut s’en venir surtout avec l’ensemble des sessions qui a avoir lieu ici à St-Jean. Donc dans les papiers qui sont 
sortis, on a celui sur les hypothèses des frais prévus qui est sorti en janvier 2005, ces papiers là dans le fond c’est comment 
faire des études de dépenses et comment les refléter dans l’évaluation. L’autre chose qu’on a sorti depuis novembre, en premier 
temps, l’exposé/sondage sur la section 2300 qui dans le fond était pour prendre en compte mettre à jours les recommandations 
pour les marges les cadres défavorables et c’était accompagné d’une note éducative. 

On a eu une période de commentaires qui s’est terminé à la fin d’avril, on a reçu certains commentaires, la majorité des com-
mentaires étaient des commentaires pour améliorer le texte mais pas nécessairement des commentaires substantifs, le seul 
commentaire substantif qu’on a eu était regardant les situations statistiques. On a d’autres qui a sorti une version finale, la 
semaine passée, et le point qui était en litige est maintenant rapporté à la section plus générale qui est la section 2100 parce 
qu’en autres, un des commentaires reçu c’est qu’au niveau de l’assurance générale, le IARV plutôt, eux autres aussi voulaient 
que ce paragraphe là s’applique à eux qui était au niveau de la hiérarchie leur a monté dans une section plus générale. Dans les 
changements qu’on a faits aussi pour les francophones, il y a plusieurs changements au niveau de la version française, on a fait 
une lecture beaucoup plus pointue, pour s’assurer qu’il y avait vraiment équivalence entre les deux versions, ce qui n’était pas 
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toujours le cas. Donc, encore là c’est plus pour mettre en ligne que pour apporter des changements vraiment. Alors la section 
2100 au niveau des situations statistiques ce que maintenant on fait une référence au fait que les marges sont là pour palier à la 
mis-estimation de la moyenne et la détérioration et on mentionne que dans le fond ces marges là ne sont pas là pour absorber 
des changements dans l’expérience observée. Cela devrait sortit très bientôt, mais comme on travaille aussi encore là la version 
française pour essayer d’améliorer grandement le français, c’est ce qui nous retarde à ce point ici. Quand ça, ça va être terminé 
on va pouvoir finaliser la note éducation sur les marges pour les cadres défavorables et on s’attend à ce qu’on fasse référence à 
la note d’automne à cette note là même si à ce moment là, elle peut être encore sur base d’ébauche. Tout dernièrement, il y a 10 
jours on a publié un autre exposé/sondage qui pour la section 2330 qui traite des taux de ré-investissement de la fourchette de 
taux plausibles et celle-ci donc on est en période maintenant de commentaires, on attend vos commentaires, il va y avoir une 
session là-dessus demain, et la période est ouverte jusqu’au 31 août, le plus qu’on aura de commentaires demain, le mieux pour 
nous pour commencer déjà à voir dans quelle direction les changements pourraient aller. 

Donc, je vous disais, il y a quelques-unes des sessions, on est assez occupé ici à St-Jean, alors il va y avoir une session sur les 
investissements, donc on a regroupé les thèmes d’investissement en une session demain, dont la session 5610 à 10h15 sur 
les rendements des actions, et sur la section 2330 ce que j’appelle ici les taux de réinvestissements, c’est principalement pour 
présenter les changements qu’on vous propose. Et puis, il y a une autre session, malheureusement, elle est en simultané les 
deux, c’est un peu triste, mais il faut vivre avec ce genre de choses là, alors c’est sur les risques de taux de change alors ça c’est 
la section 5404 à la même heure. 

Alors ce qu’on peut s’attendre à ce point ici pour la note d’automne, bon alors comme je vous l’avais dit c’est référence à la 
note éducative même si elle pourrait être juste en ébauche. La section 2330 on en a mentionné dans la note de couverture, à 
l’endroit qu’on vous a fait on vous suggèrerait fortement de la mettre en application pour la fin d’année mais pas attendre à 
l’autre année, en fait ça, ça pourrait être un sujet de discussion demain à savoir même s’il pourrait y avoir une possibilité de 
devancer l’application de 2330. On va vous revenir avec des guides plus précis, sur la calibration des taux d’intérêt ça par contre 
ça va être discuté au séminaire d’actuaire désigné en septembre prochain, on va évidemment mettre à jour les taux de change 
conformément à la section 5404, et puis les travaux du groupe de taille qui va vous présenter aujourd’hui, ça aussi ça va refléter 
dans la note d’automne ainsi que ceux présentés sur les rendements d’équité qu’on va vous présenter demain. Alors là dessus, 
je vous souhaite une très agréable et instructive session. Alors Byron sur les changements comptables.

Panelist Byron Corner: Good morning. I hope some of you got out to some of the fine watering holes in St. John’s last night, 
and dispelled some of the myths about actuaries. Not enough to take your attention away from this spell-binding presentation, 
though.

The Accounting Standards Board of Canada has released new financial instruments accounting standards. I’m here to tell you 
how the Committee on Life Insurance Financial Reporting (CLIFR) plans to respond to these new standards. There are actually 
three new Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) Handbook sections that are being introduced, with section 3855 
being the star attraction. But there’s a supporting cast. Section 3865 dealing with hedges will expand on Accounting Guideline 
13, and replace part of section 1650 of the Handbook that deals with foreign currency translation. Then there’s a new section 
1530 on comprehensive income. So, keep in mind there’s actually three new sections, and there’s some changes to various other 
parts of the Handbook.

I’m going to read a couple of paragraphs from a recent CICA newsletter which describe the development of and the need for 
these new standards.

Until now we have not had standards that comprehensively address when an entity should recognize a financial instrument 
on its balance sheet, or how it should measure the financial instrument once recognized. The new standards will fill that gap 
in GAAP.

And the other one that is important, just by way of background.
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These standards are a culmination of many years of consultation and certainly involve discussions with many constituents in 
the international standard setters. Having explored several approaches to accounting for financial instruments, the Account-
ing Standards Board has produced standards that will enhance the understandability of financial statements, are practical and 
harmonized with those international partners. 

So that’s what they were trying to achieve. There’s a few key principles that underlie all of this development in these new stand-
ards, and I’ll just quickly identify the key principles. Principle number 1: Financial instruments and non-financial derivatives 
represent rights or obligations that meet the definitions of assets or liabilities and should be reported in financial statements. 
Principle number 2: Fair value is the most relevant measure for financial instruments, and only relevant measure for derivative 
financial instruments. Principle number 3: Only items that are assets or liabilities should be reported as such in financial state-
ments. So, things like deferred realized gains and losses just don’t cut it, and should not appear on balance sheets. And special 
accounting for items designated as being part of the hedging relationship should be provided only for qualifying items.

The effective date for the new standards is fiscal years beginning on and after October 1st, 2006. There are fresh start rules 
that will occur at that time – you don’t have to restate prior financial statements. You do need to restate your opening retained 
earnings, and then you go from there.

There’s a lot of work that needs to be done between now and October 1st, 2006. The objective of our working group, that was 
created by CLIFR is to develop guidelines, and educational notes, and information, that will help actuaries deal with these 
changes to the accounting standards. There are a couple of CLIFR members on the working group, and we’ve recruited five or 
six other volunteers. At this stage, we’ve done lots of reading. We’ve had discussions with various people to make sure that we 
understand the material that we’ve been reading. We’ve challenged each other with questions, and we tried to identify what we 
think are the key issues and items that we’re going to need to address in the material that we produce and present to CLIFR as 
the proposed plan of attack. And I’m hoping that your questions and comments today will be valuable in refining and adjust-
ing our work plan. So, please, when we get to the question and answer period – the open mike period – I’d love to hear your 
comments and thoughts about things that we ought to have a look at.

There’s a timeframe mentioned on the slide that’s of my creation. I did share the slides with the working group. I didn’t get any 
objections to that date. We’d certainly love to have some material out. We think we need to have material out at least a year in 
advance of the effective date of these changes. So, we’re going to press ahead through the summer and into the early part of the 
fall to get that done.

For all of you that are involved in US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) reporting, you’ll see some names here 
that are familiar – and that’s a good thing. In many cases, there is consistency between the Canadian classification and the US 
classification, but there are some important differences. I’ve chosen to break what is referred to as Held For Trading in the sec-
tion 3855 into two categories just for the purposes of this presentation. The Held For Trading category number two there in the 
Fair Value Option number three, that terminology “Fair Value Option” doesn’t appear in the section 3855. It’s often used by the 
folks at the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI), and I understand that it’s widely used in discussions 
in international standard setting. Really, what the Fair Value Option means is that you can classify any financial instrument for 
fair value accounting subject to a couple of conditions.

So, I’m going to just quickly run through these six categories that I’ve got listed here. I’ll just touch on the definition, the condi-
tions, and the strengths and weaknesses.

1. Held To Maturity. This accounting treatment will be familiar to most people. The accounting treatment is very much like 
what we see today for bonds, although realized gains and losses are not deferred. The conditions though are particularly 
noteworthy. This positive intention to actually hold it to maturity, and the fact that you can only use this classification 
for assets with determinable cash flow. So, we’re talking about bonds and private placements. These have to be debt 
securities, so we’re not talking about mortgages or other assets like that. I don’t expect this classification to be used very 
widely, or much, because of the con that’s included here on this slide. If you do classify an asset as Held To Maturity, and 
you subsequently trade it, except in very limited circumstances, you can taint the entire classification and you have to 
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go through a re-classification – and it will be a real mess. So, I think it’s been widely avoided in US GAAP. The principle 
classification that is used there is the Available For Sale.

2. Held For Trading. Just as the name says, you have an intention to trade the asset. Really any instruments you buy and sell 
for profit taking. And Held For Trading and the Fair Value Option would include almost all derivatives. So, for what I’m 
calling Held For Trading, you must have a positive intention to trade for profit taking. I think this classification works 
well with the Canadian Asset Liability Method (CALM), although it’s not without its complexities, and it’s essentially the 
same as trading in US GAAP.

3. The Fair Value Option creates the possibility that a company can designate any financial instrument as subject to fair value 
accounting. There are some conditions on that. You need to be able to reliably measure the fair value, and the fair value 
accounting needs to be appropriate in the accounting sense. And I think that we can make that argument certainly for life 
insurance to get both sides of the balance sheet in sync. So, I think, this is likely to be very widely used. I am aware that 
OSFI is going to be producing some guidance with respect to these conditions. I think I had understood maybe a month 
or two from now we would see something out from OSFI – and maybe Allan [Brender] will comment on that a little bit 
later on. I did say that this could be used for any of the financial instruments. So, you can classify loans, receivables, 
bonds, privates, common stock, preferred stock as subject to this Fair Value Option, and account for it on a fair value 
basis which, of course, means that unrealized gains and losses flow right into net income.

4. Available For Sale. This particular classification isn’t going to work very well for life and health insurance companies, at 
least for assets backing policy liabilities. The unrealized gains and losses will be booked to other comprehensive income. 
You’ll end up with a mismatch between the change in the policy liabilities, which will be charged to net income, and 
a portion of the gain or loss on your matching asset, which will go into this other classification. So, I think the income 
statement certainly will be a problem if you’re using Available For Sale, or have any material amount backing your policy 
liabilities. Unfortunately, there is no provision for any shadow accounting. So, there’s no opportunity here to break apart 
the change in the policy liability, and book a part of it as other comprehensive income to match the amount of investment 
income that’s been booked there. So, I think that’s the real issue here with Available For Sale, and one that we’ll need to 
address in the guidance that we’ve produced comes out of our working group.

Just very quickly, 5. Loans and Receivables, and 6. Real Estate are pretty much the status quo. As I said earlier, you can actually 
designate loans and receivables as Fair Value Option or Available For Sale, but if you want, you can use the accounting treatment 
that is prescribed for loans and receivables.

I’ll start at the bottom. I think our general concern with the mismatches is the one that we’ve talked a lot about, and I’ll really 
expand that to include all of the issues that are related to volatility. We’re going to see the top line revenues and the expenses 
moving around a lot more in the new world. Hopefully, if you get everything right, there will be offsets in both sides, and you 
have an explainable bottom line. But, nevertheless, you’re going to have more action in your revenues and expenses if you’re 
using the Fair Value Option.

We’ve got this Available For Sale issue. That’s a clear mismatch between what’s being charged as an expense, and what’s coming 
through in terms of the revenue.

We have some issues/questions that we’ve been asking ourselves about what I call book value liabilities – things with a term of 
zero. I’m talking about amounts on deposit, provisions for experience rating refunds (ERRs), incurred but not reported (IBNR) 
claims, claims liabilities, and things like that. You may have them all combined with your policy liabilities in terms of asset seg-
ments, and if you are classifying everything as Fair Value Option within that segment, then you could get a fair bit of movement 
in the asset values, but you have these nice stable prescribed values that are coming out for these particular liabilities. It’s going 
to create a mismatch that you’re going to need to explain.

On the first point here, we certainly heard people talk about the fact that there are some differences between Canadian GAAP 
and US GAAP classifications, so some organizations will be challenged in terms of their record keeping, their processes, the way 
that they’re going to have to go about managing the two regimes that they report. That’s going to be a serious issue I think for 
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administrative and investment accounting systems. The actuaries are going to have to make sure that they get all of the flows, 
and the numbers, and the information right.

Other people have certainly commented on the fact that this is a first step for getting fair value on the asset side. It said “for all 
assets”, and it should have said “and liabilities” at the end of that bullet. We’re not making a change at this point in time to the 
valuation of the policy liabilities. So, we’ve got another change to come. The concern being that we’re going to introduce a lot of 
change, we’re going to have a significant effort in terms of getting that right and explaining it to the key stakeholders. And then 
we’re going to go through a subsequent change, and we’re going to have to get that right, and we’re going to have to explain that 
to the stakeholders. I’m sure that management is quite concerned about how that might play with shareholders, and their ability 
to explain this transition well and correctly, and take them through what’s going on – without causing them to lower the value 
of the stock. So, I think there’s some important issues here, and it will have the focus and attention of senior management.

These are the policy liability valuation issues that we’ve developed thus far. These are the questions and issues that we think 
that we are going to need to answer in the material that we’re producing. We’ve got approximations that are used, and I think 
a commonplace one typically being a Policy Premium Method (PPM) type of a calculator that’s trued up at a point in time, and 
then used at the balance sheet date. The true-up process becomes more involved if you’ve got a lot of action and movement in 
your asset values between the date that you do your calculations, determine the valuation interest rates, and the date you do 
the actual valuations. We’re going to need to update the approximations note. We’re going to provide some guidance as to how 
to do that.

We’ve got the issue of these mismatches, book value of policy liabilities, and the Available For Sale. Certainly, some people have 
noted that it’s quite possible – probably even likely – that companies will use Available For Sale as the classification for many 
assets that are backing surplus. Probably a lot of Fair Value Option for assets that are backing policy liabilities. And the two 
aren’t cleanly divided forever, so you can get some leakage into the assets backing the policy liabilities, and then you have some 
Available For Sale in there. What are you going to do? What are the implications? It might mean a qualified opinion, and we want 
to look at that. We’ve been told that’s something that we need to address. I know that there are different views as to whether a 
mismatch like that might occur that might lead there to be an inconsistency between what’s in the expenses and what’s in the 
revenues. There are some that think that the current standard wording would lead them to a qualified opinion. There are others 
that don’t think that’s the case. So, we need to address that question.

Future taxes, and I guess really anything that involves a projection of your CALM liabilities. What is the CALM liability not 
on the balance sheet date, but a year from now, two years from now, three years from now? What differences does that expose 
between that value and your tax value, and how do you do all of that work? So, we want to review the question of projected 
CALM liabilities.

Finally, we think that there might be some benefit if we were able to compile some best practices in terms of controls and rec-
onciliations and issues to look for, and that might be part of the educational process that comes out of our work effort.

So, I’ve already touched on the approximations. As I’ve said we’ve already looked at the approximations educational note, and 
have thought about what changes we need to make there, and there’s a view that that’s reasonably straight forward. So, that 
one, I feel, is pretty well developed.

We’ve got this big issue with respect to Available For Sale, and with respect of book value liabilities, qualified opinion, and really 
those are just questions at this point. I’d be interested in any other thoughts or comments, issues or questions that we need to 
add to the list in this category.

I’ve heard various people talk about solutions here: don’t use Available For Sale to back policy liabilities. It may not be possible 
to maintain that position. As I said before, you may get some leakage in from assets backing surplus. You might be able to cre-
ate separate segments for these book value liabilities and use Available For Sale to back them. Again you’re going to have some 
problems and leakage issues there. You might have a look at including these book value liabilities with the host contract where 
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that can be justified. There is some guidance, and the standards speak to when it’s appropriate to divide them up, and when it’s 
not. Really, you can ignore the fourth bullet. That’s not going to happen, unfortunately.

I’ve already touched on this issue of qualified opinion; I’ll skip through this. Future taxes; there is work that’s being done, and 
many of you would be aware of this. The Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association (CLHIA) has developed some ideas in 
terms of changes that may need to be made to the Income Tax Act. It has done some survey work, collected some information, 
and I understand that that’s going to lead to a preferred solution, and that will be brought forward. We’re obviously following 
that carefully, and to the extent that we need to, we’ll revise the future taxes note and any other guidance that we’re providing 
to be consistent with that outcome.

Controls and Reconciliations; again I think we want to review what’s in the standards. We want to think about what these 
changes are going to mean in terms of control issues, and then decide whether we can provide some useful information to 
practitioners in terms of how to deal with this new environment that we’re operating in. And in terms of controls, and things 
like that, there are a lot of the basics that I think are important. Source of earnings is in place, and I think that continues to be 
pretty valuable. There may be additional disclosures and breakdowns that are going to need to be provided so that readers of 
the financial statements can understand them, and again, the comment about getting some best practices, collecting them and 
disseminating them.

Our working group is basically dealing with the three new sections as done deals. We have gone through all of the existing 
educational notes and we’ve identified the ones that are going to need some changes. In some cases just to tie them in better 
with the new accounting sections – to make them conform. In others, there may be some additional guidance that we’ll want to 
add. We think we’re going to need to produce – and we’re planning to produce – a new educational note dealing with financial 
instruments. There may be some aspects of the standards that we will be recommending for change. So, that’s not a certainty, 
but that’s a possibility. And that’s it. Thank you.

Panelist Tyrone G. Faulds: Last fall, at the Seminar for the Appointed Actuary, a fairly hot topic of discussion was whether 
a Conditional Tail Expectation (CTE) level should be maintained at a consistent point over multiple valuations. There were 
numerous arguments put on both sides of that argument. Some people felt that by changing the CTE level we were manipulat-
ing income and possibly misleading our investors. Other people felt that if we didn’t change the CTE level that we were not 
maintaining a consistent valuation period to period, and therefore were misleading.

This particular session lead CLIFR to believe we needed to step back and examine this issue a little more carefully before we tried 
to tackle the issue again for this fall’s letter. I somewhat reluctantly agreed to take this one on. We do have a subcommittee that 
was formed of CLIFR that includes myself, Jacques Boudreau, and Anne Vincent – we’re all members of CLIFR – and also from 
the broader community we had Carl Kruglak, Dale Mathews, and Michael Promislow agree to help us out. Our mandate was to 
review current ways actuarial judgement is brought into the GAAP financial reporting process, and determine what guidance we 
can provide to ensure compliance with the standards, and narrow the range of practice. At this point in time, I would suggest 
our status of this subcommittee is at a very early draft stage. We have produced one very preliminary education note that we 
received significant comments on, and we’ve been revising it, but we have not produced our second draft yet. This presentation 
is somewhat of a precursor to that second draft.

The agenda today. I’m going to give you a little bit of a background. Some of the principles we’ve discussed around setting 
assumptions and margins, and then some of the considerations around using those principles for non-scenario-tested assump-
tions. Some of the modeling issues you get into with CALM, and then, particularly, talk about considerations for scenario-tested 
assumptions. And also some unique issues with segregated funds, one of which I’ve already mentioned.

From a background perspective, CALM is a prospective method, just basically by the nature of the method. However, when 
you’re projecting your future experience in CALM, obviously you need to have a very solid understanding of your past expe-
rience. And you take that past experience, and consider the trends, and the changing circumstances that have come about. 
What this means is that a crude application of past experience without any judgement applied is rarely appropriate in a CALM 
context. However, you’re on a very slippery slope when you start applying judgement. Are you manipulating income, or simply 
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applying sound actuarial judgement? And it is that distinction that needs to be very carefully made. That’s what we’re trying to 
set some principles around.

The Consolidated Standards of Practice (CSOP) section 1750.01 was the only part of the current standards that we could find 
that had very much to say about this issue, and basically it really doesn’t say an awful lot. It says when you’re doing a periodic 
report, the assumptions – and by assumptions, they also pull in margins for adverse deviation (MfADs) – for calculations for 
periodic reports, should in the aggregate be consistent with those of a prior calculation. And if they aren’t, you report the in-
consistency.

I think we have to realize volatility in the CALM world is a financial reporting reality. Volatility is not necessarily an undesirable 
or unwanted characteristic. This is probably the point that we get the most discussion on, because I think volatility raises a lot 
of questions. Sometimes it’s hard to explain what’s causing the variations, and that’s where actuarial judgement comes in. You 
start to ask, “Well am I smoothing income? Or is this judgement I am applying appropriate to the circumstance?”

To help us try and make some of those decisions, we’ve tried to set out some basic principles for setting assumptions and margins. 
The first principle we believe we should go by is that all assumptions and margins for adverse deviations need to be justified on 
a prospective basis. They have to make sense for the future. They shouldn’t be purely an assumption that delivers the answer 
to the income statement that you want.

The second point is in examining an assumption and margin, whether you’re changing it or not changing it, you should be 
subjecting your decision to the same level of scrutiny. You shouldn’t just arbitrarily decide not to change assumptions just 
because you don’t want to this quarter. If the evidence points to a change in assumption as being appropriate, you should be 
making that change. If it’s pointing that you don’t need to change the assumption, then you don’t need to. With those two are 
our base assumptions. Moving on, we then get into the change in the policy liability should reflect a reasonable change in the 
future expected experience, or in the level of risk assumed. An obvious example where that might not hold would be if you 
made an error in your previous valuation. You discover the error, and you’re going to report the error. So, there is an example 
where the change in the policy liability would not reflect the reasonable change in the future expected experience. Nothing 
really happened there, you made an error. In that circumstance, you go back to the other point. Where they are inconsistent, 
and they are inconsistent for a good reason, then you report and disclose such.

The change in policy liability does not reflect the change in past experience that the actuary has sufficient reason to believe is 
temporary. So, if you had an unusual mortality quarter where you had a $5 million death claim come in that quarter, that past 
experience, without any application of judgement, may make you think you should be increasing your mortality assumption 
significantly. That’s, obviously, a temporary situation that you shouldn’t be reacting to. Any change in the expected assumption 
should be supported with data that indicates that need for change, or no change. Any change in the margin for adverse devia-
tions should be supported by a change in the level of risk.

I think our last principle is any change that you make in the assumption is not manipulative. To help to understand that one, 
we believe that methods to determine assumptions that are predetermined, and are not subject to irregular and inconsistent 
application over time, is a good acid test to perform when you’re thinking about this.

Considerations for non-scenario-tested assumptions. Your best estimate assumption should reflect, obviously, your best esti-
mate of how future experience will emerge. This should be based on past experience, industry experience, and other factors, 
such as correlations with other parameters in the valuation. It should reflect emerging trends and experience, but not random 
fluctuations in recent past experience. Quite often we do this by using the average of the past three or five years experience as 
a base in which we determine best estimate assumptions. This is not smoothing, this is just applying sound common sense to 
an issue. However, sometimes it’s difficult to determine whether changes in past experience are caused by underlying trends, 
random fluctuations, or cyclical influences. In that kind of situation, what we often do is reflect those trends after they’ve become 
clearly established. For example, you might find in your expense study this year that you’ve shown a four percent drop in your 
administration expenses. You might pause to consider whether is this four percent going to be sustainable in the future? Or was 
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this just because you had a particularly good year? In that instance what you might do is reflect two percent of that change this 
year, and two percent in the following year. It’s those kinds of judgements that we face with every valuation we do.

In this part of the education note, we’re also going to simply incorporate the guidance from the recent Fall Letters on setting 
cyclical assumptions. We’re simply going to take that portion of the Fall Letter, and plunk it down into our note. The other piece 
that we felt was kind of missing from the educational notes today is a section on the impact of policy passthrough features which 
was in the old life practice standards. We’re taking some of that guidance and incorporating it into this section of this education 
note. We’re not really changing anything there. That section talked about ensuring the consistency of the passthrough features 
to your base assumptions. It talked about how you recognize limitations on your ability to pass through the experience.

On the non-scenario-tested assumptions, you also have to worry a little bit about their relationships with your scenario-tested 
assumptions. Often these inter-relationships are difficult to measure, and what you need to do is look for relevant experience 
to help you in reflecting things like policyholder behaviour and anti-selection, in this exercise.

And finally, in this section of the education note we’re going to talk briefly about the need to review your assumptions and 
provisions in the aggregate. In there what we’re really talking about is if you look at each kind of assumption in isolation, some-
times you get into the situation where a margin on one assumption is kind of the opposite direction of a margin on another 
assumption. And both things can’t really happen at the same time. In that instance you should be recognizing those offsetting 
risk provisions in the aggregate, rather than on an individual case by case basis. From a modeling perspective, unfortunately 
our modeling constraints that are out there on most of the valuation models that I’m aware of today, may cause your current 
mismatch position, your current asset quality mix, to have an unrealistic impact on the valuation. Your actual investment policy, 
and your policy constraints, are often very difficult to model within a valuation model. When and how you recognize the changes 
in your investment approach in your valuation model.

So, one of the important things to do when you’re modeling is to step back after you’ve produced the results, and test to ensure 
that what’s coming out of your model is reasonably consistent with what you’ve actually observed and practised. This isn’t really 
that awfully easy in the current state of the models, as I’ve seen them. We strongly encourage you to do additional scenarios 
beyond those prescribed to help you understand some of these differences.

There’s usually two approaches taken when modeling asset investment strategy. One would be to target a given allocation across 
an asset class and duration. Another alternative may be to look at each particular new money cash flow that’s coming in, and 
determine an allocation based on it. Or you might be using some combination of the two. These approaches can often lead you 
into situations you’re not necessarily anticipating. A target allocation approach causes your model to constantly rebalance your 
portfolio on a continuous basis, and that might be exactly what you intended to do. However, it could also result in a situation 
where you’re not really being consistent with your investment policy. Once you get to a certain point in time you might find 
that when you examine what’s actually come out of the model, you’re outside your investment limits.

Your cash flow allocation approach could result in a similar sort of issue. I think the key message we want to indicate here is, 
particularly on things like your worst scenario and the scenario you’re setting your reserves on, take a look at what’s coming out 
of the model. What kind of duration mismatch are you seeing five or ten years out in the model? What kind of asset mix are 
you seeing? Make sure those are consistent with your investment policy and approach. Often, you’ll need to use a combination 
of a number of different techniques in order to recognize what will actually happen.

Modeling disinvestment strategy has similar issues. In the interest of time I’m not going to spend any time on this particular 
slide.

I’m going to talk a little now about scenario testing. For scenario testing, we felt there should be a couple of things you should 
keep in your mind when you are doing scenario testing. The first one is that you do, as an organization, have control over 
your mismatch position, your asset mix and your asset quality, and your model should reflect that. You should also recognize 
the fact that your investment policy is a constraint to what you’re doing in your model. And your modeling should also reflect 
your investment practice – that is if your practice is invest long to pick up yield, make sure your model is doing that. The other 
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point is, your model should recognize the current position at the balance sheet date. This is very awkward when you’re using 
approximations to CALM, because often you don’t know what that’s going to be – but as a principle it shouldn’t be recognizing 
a position at a balance sheet date that historically you know is wrong. You don’t reset where you were. You can change things 
in the future, but you can’t change things today. Also, your liability should be set to be sufficient without being excessive.

With those in mind, what we tried to do is set up an example to illustrate some concepts. Most of these concepts we’ve talked 
about are not easy to implement in the models as they exist today. And as such, we caution you not to take them too literally. If 
you actually try to apply this, you would probably take the next year to get your model to run. So, this is a conceptual direction 
as opposed to a prescription, if you will.

In this example, we’re going to use duration mismatch as a variable that we’re going to discuss. We could have just as easily 
have used asset mix, or asset quality, as that variable. In this example, we also assume you know what your historical average 
duration mismatch has been, you know what your current mismatch position is, you have a target mismatch that you’re trying 
to manage your investments to, and you also have a maximum mismatch position within your investment policy. And we’re 
going to discuss four potential alternatives on how you might set a liability in this context.

Our first alternative would be to do your testing and set the liability assuming you remain at your current mismatch position 
for the length of the projection. This particular alternative may be consistent with your investment practices, however it is quite 
sensitive to your actual mismatch position at the balance sheet date. It could result in insufficient liabilities if your current posi-
tion is lower than your historical average or target position. It also could result in excessive liabilities if your current position is 
significantly higher than your historical average or target position.

Alternative two, is to do the testing, and set the liability assuming you move to your maximum allowed mismatch fairly quickly. 
This alternative would result in a clearly sufficient liability perspective. However, it’s likely inconsistent with your investment 
practice. It implicitly applies a margin to your mismatch position which you’re actually trying to do within the testing. So, you’re 
kind of adding a double margin here. It has a quality of being less sensitive to the actual mismatch position at the valuation date. 
It could result in excessive liabilities, particularly if your maximum is sufficiently higher than your average historical mismatch. 
A variation on this option could be to assume you’re at your maximum mismatch right at the balance sheet date. We do not feel 
that’s appropriate, as you really can’t rewrite history.

Alternative three would be to do the testing and set the liability assuming you move to your target mismatch position. This 
is one, we think, makes an awful lot of sense. This is likely consistent with your investment policy. It’s a little less sensitive to 
the actual mismatch position at the valuation date than alternative one. If your target is the same, or slightly higher than your 
historical average, then this method would seem to be quite appropriate. However, if your target is higher than your historical 
average I think you have to stop and think whether your target a realistic target, before you use this method. And if you do 
have a documented plan that shows you feel you can get your historical average down to this level – or up to this level – then 
you could continue to use it.

Alternative four was basically very similar to alternative three, but rather than using your target, use your historical average 
mismatch position. Again, this is likely consistent with investment practices, less sensitive to the actual mismatch position, and 
has a lot of the same characteristics as your target. If your historical average and target are very close then it’s fairly obvious to 
drive to. If they’re quite a bit different then you have to really think about which is the more appropriate of the two methods.

As a conclusion from the example, your liability should be based on your mismatch asset mix and asset quality in existence at your 
valuation date, and your reinvestment strategies that assume some kind of a move to your historical average or target positions 
are generally acceptable. The period over how quickly you can move to your target or actual, you should give some considera-
tion. Look to the history to give you some guidance there. Our feeling is reinvestment strategies that assume you move to your 
maximum allowed position would often result in excessive liabilities, and so we don’t really encourage that alternative.

On the slide you can see a number of common factors in segregated fund reserves that cause a significant amount of volatility 
to appear on most income statements. Your base valuation approach often moderates inherent volatility of a segregated fund 
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product because the term of the liability is set to zero when your guarantee reserve is below zero. Your allowance for acquisition 
expenses permit you to go below zero, but just enough to recover your acquisition expenses. What this results in is you often 
have an unrecognized excess value in your revenue stream that buffers any unexpected decreases in that revenue stream. And 
any unexpected increases in that revenue stream are buffered by the zero term and the fixed amortization schedule of that. So, 
it’s only when this buffer, if you will, is exhausted and the guarantees move above zero, that the natural volatility in a segregated 
fund contract become apparent. When these guarantees are above zero, the methodologies available, and the assumptions made, 
often will cause different results in the valuation.

Some of the choices you have is whether you are using a deterministic or a stochastic method. Whether you’re using a whole 
contract or a component approach. At what level are you doing your aggregation? At what level have you chosen to target your 
CTE level at? All of those choices will impact when your buffer is exhausted, and the degree of volatility that gets reported through 
the income statement after that. The number of choices that are currently out there are basically too many at this point in time, 
and it is our feeling that we need to narrow the range of practice. That is not our mandate of the particular subcommittee that 
I’m on. OSFI and CLIFR have agreed on approach to start understanding what is the range of practice out there around those 
kinds of issues today, and start to determine ways to try and narrow those. OSFI has sponsored a survey that I think went out 
about a month ago, and with responses expected back early in August. We expect to be able to reflect some of the input from 
that survey in our Fall Letter.

There were two issues we did talk about at the committee. The first is the CTE level consistency discussion. A number of actuar-
ies at Sun Life provided us with a excellent example that did illustrate that holding the CTE level constant does change the level 
of your policy liability to a different degree than the level of risk has changed. And in particular, the example illustrates that the 
degree to which a policy is in or out of the money does drive you to a different result at different CTE levels.

What we’re going to do is try and give you an example of this. This example illustrates that a policy goes in and out of the money. 
A different CTE level is required to cover the same misestimate of the mean. This is a very simple example, but I think it illustrates 
the point well. We have seen similar results from the same example, only using a different distribution. The example is a four 
year put option and we’re assuming a lognormal distribution. The CTE levels were calculated using a mean and volatility best 
estimates of 10% and 16%, respectively. And we simply calculated the best estimate reserve, or the CTE 0, using a mean and 
volatility assumption of 8% and 20% – so kind of the old 20 percent margin idea. Then we determined what the equivalent CTE 
level required on the original assumptions of 10% and 16% were required in order to set, get the reserve to that same level as 
the 8% and 20%. That CTE level varied significantly by the amount the policy is in or out of the money. The CTE level required 
if the market to guaranteed value was 50%, or very significantly in the money, was a CTE 17; it was CTE 58 when that ratio was 
90%; CTE 67 when it was 100%; and CTE 84 if it was 120%. So, it is very sensitive at that level. Our conclusion from that is 
that there is some support that changing a CTE level to reflect the change in the level of the risk should be required as you move 
in and out of the money. However we’re very hesitant to jump to a quick conclusion here as to what that method should be. In 
the interim what we’re suggesting that if you are going to vary your CTE level period to period, that should be some kind of a 
formulaic method that’s laid out in advance and consistently applied period to period. It should be non-manipulative, and that 
does not allow the actuary subjectively to manipulate the current period income. It should have a solid actuarial foundation. A 
pretty tall order, but we don’t really feel you should be just arbitrarily changing your CTE level period to period.

The other issue we did talk a little bit about is the use of mean reversion in segregated fund reserves. This one has been very 
heated discussions I guess at both our subcommittee, and when we talked about this issue at CLIFR. Now, what mean reversion 
is about is where you adjust your future expectations, in the opposite direction of the recent market movement. So, right off the 
bat, you say, “Well, is this really perspective?” Well, it is prospective if you really do believe your future expectation has changed 
in the opposite direction of that recent market movement. Some of the evidence is the short term volatility on a marked to 
market is significantly higher than the volatility over longer holding patterns. So, that gives you some evidence that maybe this 
does exist. I’m not aware of any statistical evidence to support this adjustment at this time. We’ve seen a number of anecdotal, 
or common sense type, approaches which suggest that maybe if the market has decreased 50 percent in the last month, is it 
just as likely that the market is going to decrease another 50 percent in the next month as it was a month ago? And I’ve heard 
arguments on both sides of that story. I’m not sure, personally, where I stand on that particular example.
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In the subcommittee, we sat back and said well what can we do on this issue? We clearly can’t come out and strongly support 
this position because I don’t think we have statistical evidence to support it. We also talked about should we ban this? I think we 
also don’t feel that we have the evidence to say it doesn’t exist. So, at this point in time, we’re basically saying we’re cautioning 
the use of this approach. But if it is used, we strongly encourage that again that your method be non-manipulative, it’s laid out 
in advance, and consistently applied period to period. And any resulting future market return that comes out of this, make sure 
that you’re very comfortable that it’s still your best estimate. And it needs to be reasonable in that context.

That ends my remarks. And unfortunately the time is up, but we’d love some questions, I’m sure. Thank you.

[All of the questions and comments from the audience were off mike for this session, and therefore not available for transcription 
in their entirety in every case. At this point, an unidentified speaker cautioned the group against relying on the idea that methods 
used were non-manipulative, pre-specified, and consistently applied. The unidentified speaker cited two examples where, in 
the first case, a MfAD was set by solving for the change in MfAD that would offset the change in expected income, and in the 
second case, a segregated fund’s CTE level was set to significantly moderate emerging financial volatility.]

Moderator Dionne: This is exactly why we added the sound actuarial foundation.

[An unidentified speaker asked a question of Panelist Faulds regarding the excessive degree of volatility introduced into the 
prescribed deterministic interest rate scenarios by using current balance sheet interest rates as their starting point at each quar-
ter-end, rather than using an average over the prior 12 months, for example.]

Panelist Faulds: I’m not sure I understand your particular point. I think one of the deterministic scenarios uses a current interest 
rate forever, and if that’s your worst deterministic scenario, maybe that is driving your end result. I think where interest rates 
are today is a fact. Where they were three and five months ago, I think are also a fact. I agree with you that where they were six 
months, or a year ago, are probably just as good an indicator as where they might be five years from now as the current balance 
sheet. I’m not exactly sure what particular example you’re using to say we’re forcing you to recognize just that current interest 
rate movement all through the … I’d understand if it was a segregated fund example, a little better.

[The unidentified speaker followed up by referring to Scenario 1 which relies on the current interest rate environment, in con-
trast to the old Valuation Technique Paper (VTP) 3 that employed an average historical rate, as introducing unneeded volatility 
into the valuation process.]

Panelist Faulds: Scenario 1 does exhibit a lot of volatility period to period. It is a scenario, and I would hate to think that people 
are using Scenario 1 as if you’re using Scenario 1 with a constant MfAD as your seriatim valuation calculator then you would 
drive all that volatility in Scenario 1 into your reserves. But, again, it’s just one of the deterministic scenarios, and we encourage 
you to set a range of those, and set your liability in a context. I do not think anywhere have we said that you need to maintain 
a very consistent margin over Scenario 1.

Moderator Dionne: I think what Ty is saying here, is basically additional scenarios and the extent that they meet the requirement 
of the prescribed. You can design some of these to be a bit more stable, as long as, again, you’re doing it in a consistent manner 
and non-manipulative, and so on. So, that could be an answer there.

[The unidentified speaker made another comment which was inaudible and therefore unavailable for transcription.]

Panelist Faulds: I guess, my comment to that would be I would suggest we think about whether Scenario 1 is the right base 
to use quarter over quarter. And given the way that interest rates have moved, I think there’s a lot of evidence to suggest that 
– and we’ve already started making proposals on that – our current prescribed scenarios need some work. That’s why we’re 
consistently suggesting that companies should be looking at other scenarios.

Unidentified Speaker: [The first portion of this follow-up comment was unavailable for transcription.] … You’re getting into 
additional volatility now, because we’re starting to talk about modifying ultimate interest rates every quarter based on current 
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patterns. Where things 20 years from now, doing that quarter to quarter … it doesn’t make a whole lot of sense, as far as I can 
tell.

Moderator Dionne: Although I could say that the formula that we’re suggesting is a formula that doesn’t move that quickly, 
and it’s a fairly predictable one, and then it would allow us to, I guess, as interest rates may continue to slide – who knows – be 
reactive to that at least to some degree. I mean, we can’t basically stay with the five percent forever if the market is telling us 
otherwise, basically.

Unidentified Speaker: That averaging formula is fine, but you’re dealing with Scenario 7. You’re not dealing with that formula. 
You’re dealing with current interest rates. If interest rates go down to three percent, and then go up to three and a half percent 
– and another quarter – that’s going to be huge volatility. When it goes back down to three percent again in the next quarter, 
it’s ridiculous

Panelist Faulds: It says here the reserve is being set basically assuming your worst cases is the current market, as the current 
market changes your reserve is going to change. I don’t think there’s any solution to that. I would encourage you to consider 
that zero provisions for adverse deviation (PfADs) are probably not appropriate.

[Another unidentified speaker suggested that the issue was the volatility of the starting point interest rates for the prescribed 
scenarios.]

Panelist Faulds: But I don’t think there’s anything that, currently in the standards, says you have to use one of those as your 
best estimate.

Moderator Dionne: Or even as a retained scenario.

[The follow-up comment made by the unidentified speaker was unavailable for transcription.]

Moderator Dionne: Yes, that’s right. I think we had others.

Unidentified Speaker: A question for Byron. Regarding the estimates to CALM, one of the things that I’ve been concerned about 
is how we use traditional book value calculation techniques to get a fair value liability in time to report it. Your comment on 
approximations suggested that you’re working to figure that out. [Laughter.]

Panelist Corner: I may have overstated. Well, yes, I think the direction certainly was to determine the change between the 
determination date of your valuation interest rates (VIRs) and the balance sheet date, and to trap that change and then make an 
adjustment of that magnitude in the value that you calculate using the VIRs. I see you’re looking puzzled like that’s ...

Unidentified Speaker: The concept I understand. It’s the logistics … [Laughter.]

Panelist Corner: Okay, well, I’d be happy to talk with you about some of the issues and some of the concerns that you see we’ll 
face, and obviously we want to address that in the material that we produce.

[Another unidentified speaker made a comment which was inaudible and therefore unavailable for transcription.]

Moderator Dionne: That’s very interesting. Thanks.

Panelist Faulds: I have never seen Allan bite his tongue so well. [Laughter.] Feel free to comment if you want, Allan. Thank 
you all, very much. [Applause.]


